
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 

Matt Hallam 
I originate from a Pastoral background with 3 years as a 
Pastoral/Safeguarding Lead in Salford. However, I spent a year 
as an English Curriculum Lead in Salford and then the last 4 
years as Whole School Literacy Lead in Oldham. As an 
English/Literacy SLE, and with my NPQSL being based on 
literacy project implementation, I would say that Literacy is my 
area of expertise currently. During this time I have established the 
Oldham Literacy Network for Secondary Schools in Oldham as 
well as developing a successful 3-year literacy strategy for my 
current school. As a writer for Teach Secondary Magazine and 
presenter at TeachMeet English Icons, my passions lie in 
establishing literacy progression through evidence informed 
practice.  
 

Jenni Cryer 
I have been teaching, supporting teacher development and 
mentoring and coaching in Oldham and Tameside for nearly two 
decades. I spent nearly 10 years in mainstream primary schools 
teaching across KS1 and 2 and working as a SENCO and senior 
leader before moving into specialist education.  I am passionate 
about providing excellence in education for all learners through 
collaborative working and evidence informed practice.  
 
Substantive role: Assistant Head of Kingfisher Special School, 
Director Pedagogy for Kingfisher Learning Trust, Teaching 
School Lead for Schools with Schools Teaching School Alliance, 
Primary Programme Lead for EveryoneLearning TSA/UoC 
schools direct PGCE Primary with SEND/Inclusion Programme, 
ECT Programme Facilitator for the National SEND Cluster 
 
 

Maria Beswick 
I am Maria and have been teaching for fifteen years. I am a 
Course Leader for AS and A Level English Literature, an AST and 
SLE for Literacy. I have delivered the EEF Improving Literacy in 
Secondary Schools programme with the Oldham Research 
School and worked with the EEF to evaluate their training 
material. I am passionate about evidence-informed practice to 
improve teaching and learning. 
 



 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Laura Whiteley 
I am Laura Whiteley, a primary teacher of nearly 9 years and 
currently Assistant Head for Teaching, Learning and Personal 
Development at The Greetland Academy.  
 
I believe that is of the upmost importance to implement an 
evidence-informed system leadership in order to be successful in 
developing the status of a school. Senior leaders and key 
stakeholders have the knowledge of school issues/challenges. 
Therefore, it is essential to impart knowledge of successful 
evidence-informed strategies which will lead to identified 
improvements within the school. As a senior leader myself, we 
identify our school improvements and plan accordingly using 
effective research-informed practices. From this, we have the 
confidence, that once implemented, these will be successful. I am 
looking forward to sharing research and developments to schools 
in Oldham that will improve strategies used in schools and 
therefore improve outcomes for all learners.  
 

Douglas King 
I have worked in post-16 education for over 20 years and am 
currently an Assistant Principal at Oldham Sixth Form College. I 
have a strong interest in Pastoral Support and how this can 
enable students to achieve their potential in education and their 
wider life. This has led to me working with staff and students at 
college and other schools on developing effective learning 
behaviours, embedding metacognition into teaching and, more 
recently, looking at how we can develop parental engagement to 
support studying at home. A recent key focus of my role has been 
on Behaviour Management, which involves using EEF research 
as a basis for on-going training of teaching and non-teaching 
staff. Effective behaviour management is the foundation for 
effective learning and I particularly enjoy working with ITT's on 
developing positive behaviour management strategies in the 
early stage of their careers. I have also been involved with the 
Oldham Opportunity Area Project in my role as an SLE, and as 
part of my NPQSL project. This provided me with a great 
experience of working with staff from six secondary schools in 
Oldham in developing interventions for disadvantaged students. 
During this time, we were able to design, implement and evaluate 
evidence-based interventions that related to metacognition, 
memory, self-regulation, motivation and parental engagement. 
 


